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Detached Villa in Polop - New build
POLOP 485,000€ ID # N7989

106m2 3 2 432m2

• Swimming pool: Private • Close To Schools • Roof terrace • Barbecue • Pre-installed air conditioning
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Description

MEDITERRANEAN IN PURE STATE, INSIDE AND OUTSIDE YOUR HOME

Halfway between the Sleeping Lion Peak and the Bay of Altea, Polop de la Marina is the municipality that houses this newly built
villa.

Located in a quiet residential area, surrounded by an incomparable environment, this villa is the perfect place to take a break after
a day enjoying the Mediterranean in its purest form.

Due to its location, just a few minutes from the best coves and white sand beaches (El Albir, Altea, Calpe and Villajoyosa) and close
to excellent golf courses, sports centers and theme parks, this villa will become your ideal refuge to explore the culture, nature
and gastronomy of the Costa Blanca.

Its architectural design and wide distribution on one floor, allows that, through huge windows, all rooms have direct access to the
private pool and barbecue area.

In addition, the spectacular 60 m2 solarium with direct access from the garden will captivate you with its sunsets and views of the
Mediterranean.

With 400 m2 of plot and 100 m2 of surface the villa is distributed in living room - fully equipped kitchen, 3 double bedrooms and 2
bathrooms, both with underfloor heating system. The pre-installation of air conditioning and the best finishes on the market will
make you enjoy all the comforts you deserve in a genuinely Mediterranean environment.

Location

Polop, Costa Blanca North, Alicante

Polop

The lovely Spanish village of Polop is located inland in the Costa Blanca North in an area known as the Marina Alta. It is a
metropolis in the comacra of Marina Baixa in Alicante. It is located to the northeast side of the Alicante province and shares the
border with Callosa d’en Sarria aided by the Guadalest river. The ancient capital of the Marina Baixa is today a small village with
about 2,000 inhabitants.

Polop’s origins date back to the Iberian culture, as evidenced...
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